Abstract: The development of business analysis as a professional discipline has extended the role and responsibilities of the business analyst (BA). Increasingly, BAs are engaged at an early point. They investigate ideas and problems, formulate options for a way forward and produce business cases setting out their conclusions and recommendations. As a result, the responsibility for advising organisations on effective courses of action lies with BAs, and their work precedes that of the project manager. The early engagement of BAs also places a critical responsibility upon them – the need to ensure that all business changes are in line with the mission, objectives and strategy of the organisation. This business context is the key foundation for understanding and evaluating all ideas, proposals, issues and problems put forward by managers. While few BAs are involved in analyzing and developing strategy, it is vital that they know about the strategy of their organisation so that they can conduct their work with a view to supporting the implementation of the strategy and the achievement of the business objectives. This research paper gives fundamental modeling of Business Analytics with its scope in management science and organization.
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1. Introduction

Business analytics begins with a data set (a simple collection of data or a data file) or commonly with a database (a collection of data files that contain information on people, locations, and so on). As databases grow, they need to be stored somewhere. Technologies such as computer clouds (hardware and software used for data remote storage, retrieval, and computational functions) and data warehousing (a collection of databases used for reporting and data analysis) store data. Database storage areas have become so large that a new term was devised to describe them. Big data describes the collection of data sets that are so large and complex that software systems are hardly able to process them (Isson and Harriott, 2013, pp. 57–61). Isson and Harriott (2013, p. 61) define little data as anything that is not big data. Little data describes the smaller data segments or files that help individual businesses keep track of customers. As a means of sorting through data to find useful information, the application of analytics has found new purpose. Three terms in business literature are often related to one another: analytics, business analytics, and business intelligence. Analytics can be defined as a process that involves the use of statistical techniques (measures of central tendency, graphs, and so on), information system software (data mining, sorting routines), and operations research methodologies (linear programming) to explore, visualize, discover and communicate patterns or trends in data. Simply, analytics convert data into useful information. Analytics is an older term commonly applied to all disciplines, not just business. A typical example of the use of analytics is the weather measurements collected and converted into statistics, which in turn predict weather patterns.

There are many types of analytics, and there is a need to organize these types to understand their uses. We will adopt the three categories (descriptive, predictive, and prescriptive) that the Institute of Operations Research and Management...
Business Intelligence (BI) is the process of making “intelligent” business decisions based on the analysis of available data. From a technology point of view, BI covers the combined areas of data warehousing, reporting, OLAP, data mining, some data visualization, what-if analysis, and special-purpose analytical applications.

3. Big Data

Big Data is a term often applied by people to describe data sets whose size is beyond the capability of commonly used software tools to capture, manage, and process. The sheer size of the data, combined with complexity of analysis and commercial imperative to create value from it, has led to a new class of technologies and tools to tackle it. The term Big Data tends to be used in multiple ways, often referring to both the type of data being managed as well as the technology used to store and process it. In the most part these technologies originated from companies such as Google, Amazon, Facebook and LinkedIn, where they were developed for each company’s own use in order to analyze the massive amounts of social media data they were dealing with. Due to the nature of these companies, the emphasis was on low cost scale-out commodity hardware and open source software.

The world of Big Data is increasingly being defined by the 4 Vs. i.e. these ‘Vs’ become a reasonable test as to whether a Big Data approach is the right one to adopt for a new area of analysis. The Vs are:

3.1. Volume

The size of the data. With technology it’s often very limiting to talk about data volume in any absolute sense. As technology marches forward, numbers get quickly outdated so it’s better to think about volume in a relative sense instead. If the volume of data you’re looking at is an order of magnitude or larger than anything previously encountered in your industry, then you’re probably dealing with Big Data. For some companies this might be 10’s of terabytes, for others it may be 100’s of petabytes.

3.2. Velocity

The rate at which data is being received and has to be acted upon is becoming much more real-time. While it is unlikely that any real analysis will need to be completed in the same time period, delays in execution will inevitably limit the effectiveness of campaigns, limit interventions or lead to sub-optimal processes. For example, some kind of discount offer to a customer based on their location is less likely to be successful if they have already walked some distance past the store.

3.3. Variety

There are two aspects of variety to consider: syntax and semantics. In the past these have determined the extent to which data could be reliably structured into a relational database and content exposed for analysis. While modern ETL tools are very capable of dealing with data arriving in virtually any syntax, in the past they were less able to deal with semantically rich data such as free text. As a result many organisations restricted the data coverage of IM systems to a...
narrow range of data. Deferring the point at which this kind of rich data, which is often not fully understood by the business, also has significant appeal and avoids costly and frustrating modeling mistakes. It follows then that by being more inclusive and allowing greater model flexibility additional value maybe created - this is perhaps one of the major appeals of the Big Data approach.

3.4. Value

The commercial value of any new data sources must also be considered. Or, perhaps more appropriately, we must consider the extent to which the commercial value of the data can be predicted ahead of time so that ROI can be calculated and project budget acquired. ‘Value’ offers a particular challenge to IT in the current harsh economic climate. It is difficult to attract funds without certainty of the ROI and payback period. The tractability of the problem is closely related to this issue as problems that are inherently more difficult to solve will carry greater risk, making project funding more uncertain. Big Data technologies can have a significant impact on the overall picture of “information ROI” as well as more specific project viability by minimizing up-front investment prior to developing a more complete understanding of value through the discovery process. See Extending the Boundaries of Information Management for more details of this discovery process.

4. BA-Modeling

4.1. Business Analytics Process Model (BAPM)

Thomas Devonport in his book titled, “Competing on analytics: The new science of winning”, claims that a significant proportion of high-performance companies have high analytical skills among their personnel. On the other hand, a recent study has also revealed that more than 59% of the organizations do not have information required for decision-making. In a recent article based on a survey of nearly 3000 executives, MIT Sloan Management Review reported that there is striking correlation between an organization’s analytics sophistication and its competitive performance. The biggest obstacle to adopting analytics is the lack of knowhow about using it to improve business performance. I shown in my first model Business Analytics use statistical, operations research and management tools to drive business performance. Many companies offer similar kind of products and services to customers based on similar design and technology and find it difficult to differentiate their product/service from their competitors. Business Analytics helps companies to find the most profitable customer and allows them to justify their marketing effort, especially when the competition is very high.

4.2. Business Analytics Channel Model (BAC-M)
Business Analytics is a set of techniques and processes that can be used to analyze data to improve business performance through fact-based decision-making as I exhibit in my second model with selecting channel-2 instead of channel one i.e. only decision making using data analysis. Business Analytics is the subset of Business Intelligence, which creates capabilities for companies to compete in the market effectively. Business Analytics is likely to become one of the main functional areas in most companies. Analytics companies develop the ability to support their decisions through analytic reasoning.

4.3. BA-BI Integration Model

Three terms in business literature are often related to one another: analytics, business analytics, and business intelligence. Analytics can be defined as a process that involves the use of statistical techniques (measures of central tendency, graphs, and so on), information system software (data mining, sorting routines), and operations research methodologies (linear programming) to explore, visualize, discover and communicate patterns or trends in data. Simply, analytics convert data into useful information. Analytics is an older term commonly applied to all disciplines, not just business. A typical example of the use of analytics is the weather measurements collected and converted into statistics, which in turn predict weather patterns. Hence business analytics cascade analytics and business to formulate term Business Analytics where further integration tends to Business intelligence as shown in my third model.

4.4. BA Variation Model

This is my last model to discuss, there are many types of analytics, and there is a need to organize these types to understand their uses. We will adopt the three categories (descriptive, predictive, and prescriptive) that the Institute of Operations Research and Management Sciences (INFORMS) organization (www.informs.org) suggests for grouping the types of analytics. These types of analytics can be viewed independently. For example, some firms may only use descriptive analytics to provide information on decisions they face. Others may use a combination of analytic types to glean insightful information needed to plan and make decisions.

5. Types of Analytics

5.1. Descriptive

The application of simple statistical techniques that describes what is contained in a data set or database. Example: An age bar chart is used to depict retail shoppers for a department store that wants to target advertising to customers by age.

5.2. Predictive

An application of advanced statistical, information software, or operations research methods to identify predictive variables and build predictive models to identify trends and relationships not readily observed in a descriptive analysis. Example: Multiple regressions is used to show the relationship (or lack of relationship) between age, weight, and exercise on diet food sales. Knowing that relationships exist helps explain why one set of independent variables influences dependent variables such as business performance.
5.3. Prescriptive

An application of decision science, management science, and operations research methodologies (applied mathematical techniques) to make best use of allocable resources. Example: A department store has a limited advertising budget to target customers. Linear programming models can be used to optimally allocate the budget to various advertising media. The purposes and methodologies used for each of the three types of analytics differ, as can be seen above. It is these differences that distinguish analytics from business analytics. Whereas analytics is focused on generating insightful information from data sources, business analytics goes the extra step to leverage analytics to create an improvement in measurable business performance. Whereas the process of analytics can involve any one of the three types of analytics, the major components of business analytics include all three used in combination to generate new, unique, and valuable information that can aid business organization decision-making. In addition, the three types of analytics are applied sequentially (descriptive, then predictive, then prescriptive). Therefore, business analytics (BA) can be defined as a process beginning with business-related data collection and consisting of sequential application of descriptive, predictive, and prescriptive major analytic components, the outcome of which supports and demonstrates business decision-making and organizational performance. Stubbs (2011, p. 11) believes that BA goes beyond plain analytics, requiring a clear relevancy to business, a resulting insight that will be implementable, and performance and value measurement to ensure a successful business result.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Analytics</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Examples of Methodologies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Descriptive</td>
<td>To identify possible trends in large data sets or databases. The purpose is to get a rough picture of what generally the data looks like and what criteria might have potential for identifying trends or future business behavior.</td>
<td>Descriptive statistics, including measures of central tendency (mean, median, mode), measures of dispersion (standard deviation), charts, graphs, sorting methods, frequency distributions, probability distributions, and sampling methods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictive</td>
<td>To build predictive models designed to identify and predict future trends.</td>
<td>Statistical methods like multiple regression and ANOVA. Information system methods like data mining and sorting. Operations research methods like forecasting models.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prescriptive</td>
<td>To allocate resources optimally to take advantage of predicted trends or future opportunities</td>
<td>Operations research methodologies like linear programming and decision theory.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Conclusion

I have discussed several facts about business analytics through the models. The majority of respondents referred to BI when thinking about business analytics, with PM also in the back of their minds. Business analytics may be the next logical step in the evolution of BI, with business analytics being more comprehensive, providing a software taxonomy that incorporates other disciplines such as PM and predictive analytics. However, the true indication of evolution may be that business analytics requires us to think beyond the confines of technology. Successful organizations that invest in business analytics software will also take into account the culture, processes and performance strategies. Business analytics is broad enough to include capabilities and solutions that benefit a variety of disciplines. Interestingly, most respondents feel that business analytics is not just primarily an IT or business function, but is a function of both IT and business. With this approach, there is an increased need for collaboration across organizations on issues relating to business analytics, as well as the need for cross departmental management teams for oversight. The top software tools that respondents consider part of business analytics span across various areas, including analytics, data integration, query/reporting and PM. Given that business analytics is designed to enable fact-based decision-making by all decision-makers, it is not surprising that nearly three-quarters of respondents viewed business analytics as a function of both IT and business. Respondents said the key benefits currently derived or expect to be derived from using business analytics software encompass various areas of business analytics, with the top two benefits related to improving and speeding up the decision-making process. Other key benefits included:

- a) aligning resources with strategies
- b) realizing cost efficiencies
- c) responding to user needs for availability of data on a timely basis
- d) improving the organization’s competitiveness
- e) producing a single, unified view of enterprise wide information
- f) synchronizing financial and operational strategies
- g) increasing revenues
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